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Adventure Games from Outside/Inside – New for 2017
Spokane, Washington – Spring 2017 - Outside/Inside games are packable, portable, ideal for travel and
provide fun for all ages. Two Series in the Collection are offering new products for 2017. The Backpack Series
is designed to be small and lightweight to fit in a backpack, suitcase or glove compartment. The Freestyle
Series offers full size games that are collapsible and easy to transport and set-up for camping, at the cabin or
beach and for tailgating. Both Series include details such as easy-to-see bright colors, hard to lose magnetic
game pieces, collapsibility and innovation. Many can be played either outdoors or inside. Outside/Inside is
owned and distributed by parent company, GSI Outdoors, based in Spokane, Washington.
New for 2017 from the Backpack Series includes the Backpack Kendama, Backpack Brain Twister, Backpack
Mancala and Backpack Cornhole.
The Backpack Kendama is a challenging game of skill originating in Japan. Minds will be challenged while
playing the Backpack Brain Twister including six different puzzles with varying degrees of difficulty. The
centuries old Mancala game involves moving beads around the board and into individual pits (a.k.a. mancalas).
The player with the most beads at the end wins. Last is the Backpack Cornhole, a mini version of the everpopular game.
The Freestyle Disk Bocce and Freestyle Lawn Darts are new for 2017 from the Freestyle Series. Throwing
skills can be tested with the Freestyle Disk Bocce game while target-shooting skills can be honed by enjoying
the Freestyle Lawn Darts.
Images:
BACKPACK KENDAMA
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/58833157/Jeremy/Ingrid/2017%20OIG/99947_h1_f.zip
BACKPACK BRAIN TWISTER
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/58833157/Jeremy/Ingrid/2017%20OIG/99941_h1_f.zip
BACKPACK MANCALA
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/58833157/Jeremy/Ingrid/2017%20OIG/99948_h1_f.zip
BACKPACK CORNHOLE
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/58833157/Jeremy/Ingrid/2017%20OIG/99975_h1_f.zip
99940 FREESTYLE DISK BOCCE
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/58833157/Jeremy/Ingrid/2017%20OIG/99940_h1_f.zip
FREESTYLE LAWN DARTS
https://dl.dropboxusercontent.com/u/58833157/Jeremy/Ingrid/2017%20OIG/99945_h1_f.zip
GSI Outdoors is in the business of making cookware and dining products that adapt the comforts of home to active outdoor lifestyles at
the campsite, base camp and anywhere in between. In 1985, brothers Don and Ian Scott and sister Kathy started the company in San
Diego and then moved to Spokane, Washington in 1995 where they have been ever since. In 2001, GSI Outdoors purchased and
began distributing Outside/Inside outdoor related gifts. What began as a small distribution company selling blue enamel tableware has
expanded into the design, manufacturing, sales and marketing of an innovative array of outdoor cookware and a whole range of eating
and drinking products that are technical, innovative and fun. GSI Outdoors products are distributed worldwide.
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